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Read the following passage and answer the questions A 

Greek Mythology will always be culturally relevant in our world. There is a great deal of Greek mythology symbolism 

of Greek gods in today's society. Greek mythology will remain compatible to the ideas of society. Many aspects of 

our culture involve and began from Greek myths. The solar system for the most part also named after the Greek 

gods, "with the exception of Earth, all of the planets in our solar system have names from or Roman 

mythology"(Starchild NASA1). There is also much symbolism of Greek gods and mythology in today's society. Greek 

mythology is greatly reflected in advertising. Several examples are Nike, the goddess of victory, and the very popular 

sports company, Nike. Another popular advertisement is for the FTD flower delivery company. Their logo includes 

Hermes or Mercury, the messenger of the gods with winged feet. Apollo, the god of music, has a famous music hall 

in New York named after him, the Apollo Theater. There is also a magazine of the arts called Daedalus.  

Greek mythology is relatable to humans. Many of the heroes in Greek mythology are on a quest for truth. In today's 

society, humans are still looking for truthful answers to their many questions. Myths explain things the people are 

believed to not understand. Creation stories in Greek mythology tell of how everything came to be. In their opinion, 

many Creation stories include a flood story, which leads Christians to have greater faith that it occurred. It is also 

important to study Greek mythology because it is part of history. There can be a lot to be learned about the Greek 

culture. Greek mythology will always be relevant and relatable to the people in this world.   

Questions 

1)  This passage is mostly about Greek _____.    A.  culture   B.  mythology   C.  gods    D.  symbolism   

2)  Greek mythology is greatly reflected in _____.         

     A.  the solar system   B.  the Greek culture     C. today's advertising     D.  much symbolism   

3)  It is important to study Greek mythology because it is _____.     

     A.  related to advertising            B.  reflected in our present      

     C. Part of the world history        D.  relevant to human behavior  

4)  The word quest in the essay means _____.    A.  retreat   B.  travel   C.  search   D.  escape   

5)  when the author mentions  "there can be a lot to be learned"  he infers that people should _____.     

      A.  read and analyze the Greek culture   B.  imitate and behave like the Greeks     

      C. Be aware of Greek mythology              D.  respect the beliefs of the Greek culture. 

6)  The word " logo" in the passage means _____.       A.  symbol   B.  color     C.  company  D.  bank  

7)  The word faith in the passage refers to _____.     A.  suspicion    B.  disbelief    C.  rejection    D.  conviction    

8) The word humans in the passage means the opposite of   _____.     

      A.  animals    B.  immortals    C.  persons    D.  individuals. 
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Choose the best answer 

 

9) If they …..……. next to each other on the plane, they wouldn’t have got married. 

     A.   hadn't sat     B.   had sat   C.   sat   D.   did not sit. 

10) When I got home, someone …………… the window.       

     A.   broke  B.   brokes    C.   had broken  D.   had not broken 

11) .................. the better team, we lost the match.       

     A.   despite being      B.   despite of being      C.   although      D.   despite the fact 

12)  It was ……….. boring film that I fell asleep.      A.   as     B.   so     C.  such     D.   such a  

13) I am fed up …………… . . .  this exercise.     A.   to do     B.   to doing     C.  with doing     D.  for doing 

14)  Where is ..................... chemist's, please?   

      A.   the nearest.   B.  nearer   C.   the most near      D.   more near 

15) Look out!  You ..................... off the bike.      A.  will fall     B.  are going to fall     C.  are falling      D.  might fall 

16) Have you visited Lebanon ? A.  Not    B.  Ever   C.  Already   D.  Not yet.   

17)Would you mind ...............   the gate, please?   A.   closing  B.   to close   C.   close  D.  closed   

18) How long ..........................  English?   

    A.   are you learning    B.   have you been learning    C.   do you learn    D.   you learn 

19) Would you like ..........     to drink, sir?   A. anything      B. anywhere     C. nothing    D. something 

20)  I cannot find my glasses. Can you look for…., please? A.   they    B.   them    C.   it     D.   their   

21) He is interested ......... learning Russian.     A. in     B. on    C. to   D. for   

22) His office is on the first ........   

    A.   level    B.   ground    C.   stage   D.   floor 

23) I like ........ in my spare time.    

   A. reading     B. read     C. to read      D. to reading 

24) I .........      born in 1992.   

   A. was     B. am     C. were      D. is   

25) I ............ smoke when I was 20.   

   A.   use to     B.   used to     C.   wouldn’t.     D.   couldn't 

    ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Good Luck!! 


